My Drum Corps Scrapbook – Summer of 1970- Part 1a
The following are excerpts of what I wrote in my scrapbook and any programs,
newspaper articles or corps contest announcements that I collected. Keep in mind I
turned 15 years old in the summer of 1970.
June 20, 1970 Toronto, Ontario. Shriners International Drum and Bugle Corps Pageant.
The Kilties were great. I had seen them last year. The 27th Lancers were also very good.
Their colour guard was great. They were different. Their flags were of a bright green and
the girls’ pouches were situated by the right side of their body. They started their ‘off the
line’ by being bunched in a little corner of the starting line. The Kilties topped their show
with their famous ‘Chattanooga Choo Choo”.

June 27, 1970 Scarborough Fair Drum and Bugle Corps Championships
We did 10 shows for MacDonalds during the day. We practiced a little after in our
uniforms. We had little time to go home, change, eat, then change back into our uniforms.
Then we had to do a contest. Midlanders 1st, Marauders 2nd, us 3rd. Guess who slept most
of the next day?
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July 18, 1970, Fanfare of Bugles hosted by Optimist Club of York - Toronto
We had only beaten the Midlanders by ½ a tenth at this contest (which is not enough).
July 19, 1970 Youth and Music Jr. Drum & Bugle Corps Competition, Hamburg, New
York
It was our first show this year in the United States. Our toughest competition were the
Marauders. They beat us by a fraction of a point. We won best guard, best G.E. and best
drum major. It was extremely warm in Hamburg, New York and doing a good show was
tough. We were the only Canadian Corps there so we had to set a good example. Some of
us in Firefighters were complimented by some men from the Kingsmen Sr. corps who
were in exhibition. The next day Debbie told me her Mom saw our corps on TV. It
showed pictures of us in Hamburg even though we came in second. It’s good to have
publicity, it brings new sponsors, new people to join, new vigor to our corps to keep us
going.
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To be continued
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